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a b s t r a c t

Highly ordered and uniformly distributed TiO2 nanotubes on a pure titanium substrate (TNTs/Ti) are
successfully fabricated by a pulse anodic oxidation method as the support for Pd electrocatalyst. Pd is
electrochemically deposited onto TNTs/Ti support. The sensitization with SnCl2 and activation with PdCl2
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are critical for the formation of highly dispersed Pd nanoparticles on the TNTs/Ti support. It has been found
that both Pd/TNTs/Ti and Pt electrodes show the similar electrochemical behavior in H2SO4, implying
the possibility to develop the Pt-free alternative electrocatalyst based on the Pd/TNTs/Ti system in acid
medium. The preliminary results in this work show that the Pd/TNTs/Ti catalysts have an acceptable
catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in acid medium. The factors influencing the

catal
d
uel cells

structure of TNTs and the

. Introduction

For decades, Pt and Pt-based alloys have been widely used as
he electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in pro-
on exchange membrane and direct methanol fuel cells (PEMFCs
nd DMFCs). However, it is well-known that platinum is a precious
etal and is scarcely available. The high price and limited resources

f platinum hinder the commercial viability of PEMFCs and DMFCs.
hus, the development of the Pt-free alternative electrocatalysts is
mportant for the technological development of fuel cells. There
ave been significant studies on the transition metal-based cata-

ysts as the Pt-free alternative electrocatalysts [1–4]. On the other
and, palladium is an interesting alternative catalyst as palladium

s not only significantly cheaper than platinum but also at least fifty
imes more abundant in the earth as compared to Pt. Pd-based cata-
ysts have been studied for the ORR and methanol electro-oxidation

eactions for the low temperature fuel cells and exhibit a consider-
ble catalytic activity [5–8]. In particular, Pd-based electrocatalysts
ave an excellent tolerance to methanol poisoning [9].
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ytic activity of Pd/TNTs/Ti for the ORR are also studied in detail.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

In order to improve the utilization efficiency of the noble metal
catalysts, the noble metal nanoparticles are usually dispersed on
an inert high area support. The most widely used catalyst sup-
port is the high surface area amorphous carbon. However, carbon
as the electrocatalyst support could be corroded chemically and/or
electrochemically under the fuel cell operation environment which
could lead to the detachment and loss of the noble metal nanopar-
ticles and thus the electrochemical activity [10]. In searching for
novel and stable support for the noble metal catalysts, TiO2 nan-
otubes (TNTs) come into sight because of their good physical and
chemical properties and high stability in acidic and alkaline solu-
tions. In addition, our recent quantum chemistry study indicates
that TiO2 can improve the HOMO orbital spatial size of Pd and
weaken the adsorption of atomic oxygen on Pd in comparison with
Pd supported on carbon [11]. TNTs can be synthesized by differ-
ent methods including sol–gel [12], hydrothermal [13], template
[14] and anodic oxidation [15–18]. The applications of TNTs in dye-
sensitized solar cell, photo-catalysts and heterogeneous catalysts
have also been reported [18–21].

Obviously, if TNTs can be directly produced on a metallic Ti sub-
strate by the anodic oxidation method, it would be advantageous
and convenient for fuel cell applications where an electric current

collector is required. Moreover, the morphology and the structure of
the TNT layer can also be easily modulated by changing the anodic
oxidation conditions.

Fig. 1 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of Pt/C, Pd/TNTs/Ti
and Pt sheet in 0.5 M H2SO4. It can be seen that all the electrodes

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
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ig. 1. CVs (A) of Pt/C, (B) Pd/TNTs/Ti and (C) Pt sheet in 0.5 M H2SO4. The metal
atalyst loadings were 0.27 mg cm−2 for Pt/C and 0.32 mg cm−2 for Pd/TNTs/Ti.

how a similar CV behavior. This indicates that it is feasible to
se Pd/TNTs/Ti as the Pt-free alternative catalyst for methanol oxi-
ation, hydrogen oxidation, oxygen reduction, hydrogenation of
itrobenzene and so on. Here, we report the preparation and appli-
ation of Pd/TNTs/Ti for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel
ells. The influence of the preparation conditions on the perfor-
ance of the Pd/TNTs/Ti electrode is studied in detail.

. Experimental

.1. Preparation of TNTs/Ti catalyst support

Ordered TNT arrays were produced on a pure Ti sheet
10 mm × 50 mm × 1 mm, 99.7% purity) by an asymmetric pulse
nodic oxidation method in a 1 M H2SO4 + 0.5 wt% HF electrolyte
olution. The Ti sheet was mechanically and chemically polished
o a high mirror finish in a mixture of HF:HNO3:H2O with 1:3:5 in
olume, followed by rinsing thoroughly with DI water. The unex-
osed part of the electrodes was shielded with epoxy resin, leaving
n area of 1 cm2 open to the electrolyte solution. A two-electrode
lectrochemical cell consisting of the Ti sheet anode and a piece
f 5 cm × 5 cm carbon paper cathode were used for the anodic
xidation of Ti sheet. An anodic pulse oxidation was performed
t an average oxidation current density of 0.5 A cm−2 for 0.9 ms

urrent-on and 0.1 ms current-off, followed by a cathodic pulse
eduction at an average reduction current density of 0.04 A cm−2

or 0.6 ms current-on and 0.4 ms current-off after each anodic pulse
or 20 min. The cathodic reduction pulse was used to remove the
eat and stir the electrolyte by means of generating a large amount

ig. 2. FESEM micrographs of (a1) TNTs/Ti prepared by pulse anodic oxidation, (a2) after an
t 480 ◦C. The inset in a2 is the FESEM of the cross-sectional view of sample a2.
rces 189 (2009) 982–987 983

of hydrogen bubbles. TNTs/Ti was then ultrasonically cleaned in a
mixture of acetone, isopropyl alcohol and ethanol, rinsed with DI
water and dried in a vacuum oven. To increase the crystallinity,
TNTs/Ti was annealed in air at 480 ◦C in a muffle furnace for 3 h and
then cooled to room temperature at 5 ◦C min−1. TNTs/Ti prepared
by a direct current oxidation method according to a previous report
[15] was used for comparison.

2.2. Preparation of Pd/TNTs/Ti electrodes

Pd/TNTs/Ti electrodes were prepared by the electrodeposition
of Pd on as-prepared TNTs/Ti support. Electrodeposition experi-
ments were carried out at a water-bath thermostat. Prior to the
electrodeposition of Pd, the substrate TNTs/Ti was first sensitized
in 0.5 g SnCl2 + 0.56 M HCl for 5 min, and then activated in 0.05 M
PdCl2 + 0.5 M HCl for 1 min. Pd2+ ions were reduced to metallic Pd
by the adsorbed Sn2+ ions on the surface of TNTs/Ti. The Pd parti-
cles reduced by Sn2+ ions would serve as the crystalline seeds for
the succeeding Pd electrodeposition. Pd electrodeposition was con-
ducted for 15 s at a pulse peak current of 100 mA cm−2 with 300 �s
current-on and 700 �s current-off.

2.3. Morphology characterization

The XRD analysis of the TNTs/Ti substrate was carried out on
a diffractometer (D/max-1200, Japan) using a Cu K� X-ray source
operating at 45 kV and 100 mA, scanning at the rate of 4◦ min−1 with
a 2� angular resolution of 0.05◦. The morphologies of the TNTs/Ti
and Pd/TNTs/Ti were measured using a FEI Nova 400 field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM) from Netherlands (Peabody,
MA). Cross-section of TNTs/Ti samples was examined by SEM.

2.4. Electrochemical measurement

Electrochemical experiments were performed on a CHI 660B
electrochemical workstation (Chenhua, China) in a standard three-
electrode cell. The platinum wire was employed as the counter
electrode. Electrode potential in this paper was referred to a sat-
urated Ag/AgCl reference electrode. All experiments were carried
out at room temperature (24 ± 2 ◦C).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Influence of current pattern in anodic oxidation
Fig. 2 shows the scanning electron micrographs of a TNTs/Ti
substrate prepared by the pulse anodic oxidation (Fig. 2a1 and a2)
and direct current oxidation (Fig. 2a3) methods. Fig. 2a2 and a3
are the images of TNTs/Ti after annealed in air at 480 ◦C. It shows

nealed at 480 ◦C and (a3) TiO2/Ti prepared by direct current oxidation and annealed
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns of

hat the highly ordered and uniform TNTs can only be obtained
y the pulse current anodic oxidation method after annealing at
80 ◦C. The TNTs with 80 nm in diameter, 20 nm in wall thickness
nd ∼300 nm in length are shown in the inset of Fig. 2a2. Evi-
ently, the annealing step is indispensable for the freshly yielded
iO2 as shown in Fig. 2a1 to form a highly ordered and uniform
rystalline TiO2. Although a highly ordered and uniform crystalline
iO2 was successfully fabricated by the direct anodic current oxi-
ation method as described in the previous report [18], we could
ot be able to reproduce in the present work. The possible reason
ould be due to the difference in the experimental temperature.
he influence of the electrolyte temperature on the TNTs formation
n the case of the pulse anodic current oxidation method may not
e as serious as in the case of the direct anodic current oxidation
ethod because the anodic oxidation only lasts for 20 min in the

ase of pulse anodic current oxidation and it requires 3 h in the case
f direct anodic current oxidation. Thus, the heat accumulation in
he case of pulse anodic current oxidation process is not as seri-
us as that in the case of direct anodic current oxidation process.
n addition, a cathodic reduction pulse associated with the pulse
nodic oxidation method will remove the accumulated heat and
tir the electrolyte by the generation of a large amount of hydro-
en bubbles. Generally, the low temperature is beneficial for the

ormation of highly ordered nanostructures. It is apparent that the
ulse anodic oxidation is superior to the direct anodic current oxi-
ation for the production of highly ordered and uniform crystalline
iO2 nanotubes in terms of time-saving and maintenance of low
perational temperatures.

ig. 4. CVs of Pd/TNTs/Ti in N2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at scan rate of 50 mV s−1 (
f 1 mV s−1 (b). (a2 and a3 denote that the substrates TNTs/Ti were prepared by pulse ano
ig. 2a3, respectively.)
Ts/Ti and Ti substrate.

Fig. 3a shows the XRD patterns of Pd/TNTs/Ti in which the
substrate TNTs/Ti was annealed in air at 480 ◦C for 3 h. The
microstructure of TNTs/Ti substrate can be seen in Fig. 2a2. A weak
diffraction peak in Fig. 3a at the 2� of 25◦ confirms the presence
of anatase TiO2. The weak diffraction peak of anatase TiO2 is mag-
nified and displayed in Fig. 3b. The diffraction peaks at the 2� of
46.49◦ and 68.08◦ correspond to (2 0 0) and (2 2 0) facets of the Pd
crystal.

Fig. 4 presents the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of Pd/TNTs/Ti
in an N2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at scan rate of 50 mV s−1

(Fig. 4a) and the linear scan curves (LSV) of Pd/TNTs/Ti for ORR in an
O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at scan rate of 1 mV s−1 (Fig. 4b).
Pd was electrodeposited on TNTs/Ti substrate by a pulse current for
15 s at a pulse peak current of 100 mA cm−2 for 300 �s current-
on and 700 �s current-off. The a2 and a3 in Fig. 4 denote that
TNTs/Ti supports were prepared by the pulse anodic current oxi-
dation method and by the direct anodic current oxidation method,
respectively. Apparently, the catalytic activity of Pd supported on
TNTs/Ti by the pulse anodic current oxidation is superior to that by
the direct anodic current oxidation.

3.2. Influence of HF concentration on morphology of produced
TiO2
Chemical dissolution of TiO2 in the HF-containing electrolyte
plays a key role in selectively forming nanotubes rather than simple
nanoparticle structures. Fig. 5 shows the SEM images of an annealed
TiO2 prepared in 1 M H2SO4 with different concentrations of HF by

a) and LSV of Pd/TNTs/Ti for ORR in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at scan rate
dic current oxidation as shown in Fig. 2a2 and by direct anodic current oxidation in
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Fig. 5. SEM images of TiO2 films prepared at different concent
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ig. 6. LSV curves of ORR on Pd/TNTs/Ti at 1 mV s−1 where b1, b2 and b3 denote the
ubstrates TNTs/Ti as described in Fig. 5.

he pulse anodic current oxidation method for 20 min. A lower con-
entration of HF means a lower chemical etching rate and a higher
oncentration of HF means a higher chemical etching rate. There
s a balance between the TiO2 electrochemical formation and the
iO2 chemical dissolution for obtaining a highly ordered and uni-
orm crystalline TiO2. Thus, the TNTs could not be properly formed
oth at too low or too high HF concentrations as shown in Fig. 5b1
nd b3.

Fig. 6 presents the LSVs for ORR on the Pd catalysts prepared

n a TNTs/Ti support as described in Fig. 5. The highest current of
RR was obtained on the TNTs/Ti support with the morphology
s shown in Fig. 5b2. Once again, it confirms that the uniform and
ighly ordered TNTs arrays with open structure are critical for the
igh electrochemical activity of Pd/TNTs/Ti catalysts.

Fig. 7. FESEM images of TiO2 films prepared at oxidatio
ration of HF: (b1) 0.1 wt%, (b2) 0.5 wt% HF, (b3) 2 wt% HF.

3.3. Influence of anodic oxidation time

To understand the process of nanotubes formation, TiO2 was
synthesized at different pulse anodic current oxidation time. The
SEM images of the prepared TiO2 after annealed in air at 480 ◦C are
shown in Fig. 7. The TiO2 nanotube formation begins with small pits
that will act as pore forming centers as shown in Fig. 7c1. With the
proceeding of the pulse anodic current oxidation, the top surface of
a fully developed nanotubes array starts to form (Fig. 7c2). When the
pulse anodic current oxidation continues for 50 min, cracks appear
on the TNTs array as can be seen in Fig. 7c3. The reason could be
that longer anodic oxidation time forms longer TiO2 nanotubes that
could not sustain the balance between the TiO2 electrochemical
formation and the TiO2 chemical dissolution. Fig. 8 shows the LSVs
of the ORR on the Pd deposited on the TNTs/Ti support as described
in Fig. 7. The results are consistent with the foregoing discussion.

3.4. Influence of sensitization and activation

Fig. 9 shows the SEM images of Pd deposited on the TNTs/Ti sup-
ports treated at different sensitization and activation conditions.
The results indicate that it is very important to control the con-
ditions of sensitization and activation on the surface of TNTs/Ti
before the Pd electrodeposition in order to obtain the highly dis-
persed Pd deposits. The highly dispersed Pd deposits can only be
obtained on the TNTs/Ti support that has been loaded in advance
a proper amount of highly dispersed active Pd seeds through the
sensitization in 0.5 g SnCl2 dissolved in 0.56 M HCI for 5 min and
then the activation in 0.05 M PdCl2 dissolved in 0.5 M HCI for 1 min.
The proper amounts of highly dispersed active Pd seeds would

significantly affect the dispersion of final Pd deposits via elec-
trodeposition. Such a proper amount of highly dispersed active
Pd seeds can be obtained through a proper control of the sensi-
tization and activation time as shown in Fig. 9d3. It shows that
the Pd nanoparticles have a diameter of about 15 nm. Without the

n time of 10 min (c1), 20 min (c2) and 50 min (c3).
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ig. 8. LSV curves of ORR on Pd/TNTs/Ti at 1 mV s−1 where c1, c2 and c3 denote the
ubstrates TNTs/Ti as described in Fig. 7.

re-sensitization and -activation on the surface of TiO2/Ti, the sur-
ace state of TiO2/Ti would be totally even. Thus, the following Pd
lectrodeposition would indiscriminately take place everywhere.

his would lead to the formation of dense and poorly dispersed Pd
eposits as shown in Fig. 9d1. However, if the sensitization and acti-
ation last too long, too much Pd seeds would be generated. This
gain will lead to the formation of large and dense Pd deposits as
hown in Fig. 9d2. The highly dispersed nanopartilces are favor-

ig. 9. SEM images of Pd deposited on TNTs/Ti supports treated at different sensitizatio
ensitization and 5 min activation, (d3) with 5 min sensitization and 1 min activation and
Fig. 10. Oxygen reduction on electrodes Pt/C (e1), Pd/C (e2), Pt/TNTs/Ti (e3), and
Pd/TNTs/Ti (e4) in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. The metal catalyst loadings was
0.27 mg cm−2, 0.28 mg cm−2, 0.30 mg cm−2 and 0.32 mg cm−2 for electrodes e1, e2,
e3 and e4, respectively.

able and essential for the high performance and activity of the
electrocatalysts.

3.5. Comparison between different catalysts

Fig. 10 presents the ORR on the electrodes of Pt/C made from

Johnson-Matthey 40% Pt/C catalysts (e1), Pd/C (e2), Pt/TNTs/Ti (e3),
and Pd/TNTs/Ti (e4) in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. The metallic cata-
lyst loadings were 0.27 mg cm−2, 0.28 mg cm−2, 0.30 mg cm−2 and
0.32 mg cm−2 for e1, e2, e3 and e4, respectively. As can be seen from
Fig. 10, the current density for ORR on the Pd/TNTs/Ti is larger than

n and activation conditions. (d1) No sensitization and activation, (d2) with 10 min
(d4) amplified d3.
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hat of the Pt/TNTs/Ti, but is smaller than that of Pd/C and Pt/C.
he reason for the better activity of Pd/TNTs/Ti towards the ORR
s compared to Pt/TNTs/Ti is that TiO2 remarkably expands the
pace size of Pd/TiO2 HOMO orbital and improves orbital overlap
etween Pd/TiO2 HOMO and O2 LUMO. In addition, the strong inter-
ction between Pt and Ti in TiO2 leads to a strong adsorption of the
ntermediate oxygen species from O2 reduction on Pt/TiO2, but the
trong interaction between Pd and surface oxygen species in TiO2
auses only a weak adsorption of the intermediate oxygen species
rom O2 reduction on Pd/TiO2 [11]. One reason for the low activity
f Pd/TNTs/Ti as compared to that of Pt/C and Pd/C is that the Pd
article size dispersed on TNTs/Ti is much bigger than that of Pt dis-
ersed on carbon powders. The Pd particle size is about 15 nm for
d/TNTs/Ti as shown in Fig. 9d3 but it is only 3 nm for Pt/C (Johnson-
atthey 40% Pt/C catalysts). The larger particle size means the less

pecific surface area of the catalyst particles and thus less active
reas. In addition, the lower electric conductivity of TiO2 relative to
arbon also attributes to the small ORR current on Pd/TNTs/Ti. How-
ver, the Pt-free Pd/TNTs/Ti catalyst could be cheaper and TNTs/Ti
s support is more stable in comparison with carbon at fuel cell
peration conditions.

. Conclusions

1) Pulse anodic current oxidation method is superior to direct
anodic current oxidation method for the production of highly
ordered and uniform crystalline TiO2 nanotubes in terms of
time-saving and low operational temperatures.

2) Chemical dissolution of TiO2 in the HF-containing electrolyte
plays a key role in forming TiO2 nanotubes. There is a bal-
ance between the TiO2 electrochemical formation and the TiO2
chemical dissolution for obtaining highly ordered and uniform
crystalline TiO2 nanotubes which depends on the HF concen-
tration.

3) The formation of TiO2 nanotubes begins with small pits that

will act as the pore forming centers. With the increase in the
time of pulse anodic current oxidation, the top surface of a
fully developed nanotubes array starts to form. However, excess
pulse anodic current oxidation will lead to the crack of the TNTs
array due to the fact that the long TiO2 nanotubes could not sus-

[
[

[

rces 189 (2009) 982–987 987

tain the balance between the TiO2 electrochemical formation
and the TiO2 chemical dissolution.

(4) It is very important to control the conditions of sensitization and
activation on the surface of TNTs/Ti before the Pd electrodepo-
sition in order to obtain the highly dispersed Pd deposits.
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